Q.NO. 2 Write short answers of any Six questions  \[ 2 \times 6 = 12 \]

Write down two main purposes of the establishment of Muslim League

Write the names of four ministers nominated by Muslim League for the interim Govt. of 1946

What was Radcliffe Award?

How was the river water dispute resolved between Pakistan and Bharat

Write down the importance of Afghanistan and central Asian States for Pakistan

Write two effects of climate on human life

Narrate the importance of objectives Resolution

Narrate the two duties of Council of Islamic Ideology

Write two functions of Union Council

Q.NO. 3 Write short answers of any Six questions  \[ 2 \times 6 = 12 \]

What is the meaning of culture

What are the social values of Pakistani people? With special reference to Pakistani culture

Write down the names of two pujabi novelists

Write down the names of four classical prose writers of Blochli literature

What is the percentage of poor peoples in Pakistan?

Why are the common traditions necessary for national unity?

Define heavy industry

Write down any four means of transportation

Describe the two objectives of the foreign policy of Pakistan

(PART II)
Allama Muhammad Iqbal delivered his famous Allahabad address in

1928 (D) 1942 (C) 1930 (B) 1940 (A)

Which Organ of United Nations passed resolutions to hold plebiscite in the State of Jammu and Kashmir in 1948

Trusteeship Council (C) Security Council (B) General Assembly (A)

International Court of Justice (D)

The total area of Pakistan is

896096 Sq-Km (B) 795095 Sq-Km (A)

796096 Sq-Km (D) 696095 Sq-Km (C)

First Charter of Human Rights is

Khutba-Hajja-tul-Vida (C) UN Charter (B) International Charter (A)

French Constitution (D)

The number of members of Senate of Pakistan

60 (D) 90 (C) 104 (B) 200 (A)

The famous music "Mian Ki Malhar" was created by

Master Abdullah (A) Amir Khusru (B) Nisar Bazmi (D) Tan Sen (C)

The year in which first Balouchi Journal was published

1970 (D) 1960 (C) 1950 (B) 1940 (A)

The population of Pakistan living below poverty line

50% (D) 25% (C) 25% (A) 35% (B) 15% (A)

The iron ore is found in:

Pakistan (D) Iran (B) Turkey (A) India (C)
Q.NO. 2  Write short answers of any Six questions \(2 \times 6 = 12\)

Write down two basic principles of the Ideology of Pakistan

Write down two points of the manifesto of Indian National Congress in the elections of 1945-46

What is meant by provincialism and racialism?

What are the steps taken in a democratic State to resolve the issues? Discuss any two steps

Q.NO. 3  Write short answers of any Six questions \(2 \times 6 = 12\)

Which Islamic Festivals take place in Pakistan

Define Culture

Who produce Pashtu Alphabets?

Which accent of Kashmiri language is popular and literary?

What is importance of national integration?

What is Accountability? Explain briefly

Write two problems of industrial development in Pakistan

Write two main exports of Pakistan

What is balance of Payments?

PART II

NOTE: Attempt any two questions from this part \(8 \times 2 = 16\)
When Shimla delegation met with Viceroy Lord Minto?

1908 (D) 1906 (C) 1904 (B) 1902 (A)

Which nation was in majority in the State of Hyderabad Deccan at the time of creation of Pakistan

Christian (D) Sikh (C) Hindu (B) Muslim (A)

What is the minimum height of a mountain?

900 Meters (D) 600 Meters (C) 800 Meters (B) 500 Meters (A)

In Islam sovereignty belongs to

Allah Almighty (D) King (C) People (B) Parliament (A)

The number of members of National Assembly is?

100 (D) 237 (C) 342 (B) 275 (A)

The Muslims ruled over the Sub-Continent for how many years?

1200 Year (D) 1000 Years (C) 800 Years (B) 500 Years (A)

Urdu is a word of Turkish language which means

Literature (D) Army (C) Arms (B) With (A)

The population of Pakistan living below the poverty line is

50% (D) 35% (C) 35% (B) 15% (A)